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Cyrus

two eyes defeating the intruder
before the Sunset. Everyone respected

Cyrus
just

& Leily
lost his

his courage.

He

did not like to be a burden, so

he proposed to teach

at

kindergarten. Every

morning, he would wait for the kids to have
their breakfast

and

were departing
all

kiss their parents,

for work.

He

who

then took them

outdoors to teach them the properties of

various flowers.
least focused.

Among the kids,

She was always the

was the
one to

Leily
last

wake up and had never finished her breakfast
before it was time to go. She would always
sit at the very back of the class and daydream
because her soul was somewhere else. Cyrus
would always ask her to sit in another spot, so
that he could see her. Today, Cyrus was talking
about the Saffron flower. When he mentioned
Khorasan (the land of Saffron), he recalled his
battle with Chengiz. He became worried, and
took all the kids inside. The Sun was setting and
the parents were coming back from their work.
They were surrounded by the kids, but Leily was
sitting alone

sunset...

by the hive entrance, watching the

